LEGAL NOTICE & DISCLAIMER
Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’), is the owner of World Wide Websites http://www.markaz.com. Access and use of these World Wide Websites is provided subject to the following legal disclaimer, and you are deemed to have read and accepted and agreed to be bound by this disclaimer. Please read this disclaimer carefully as access and use of this site constitute acceptance of this disclaimer.

THE USE OF CONTENT ON THE WEBSITES
The contents, news, information, art work, text, video, audio, or picture (collectively "materials") content on our end web sites are protected by the copyrights laws. You may only access and use the material for personal or educational purposes. Any alteration/modification either in whole or in part or usage of the materials for other than educational and personal purposes violates the copyrights laws. You may not modify/alter for any purpose without Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s express written consent any material on Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s websites. You may not reproduce, republish, post, transmit or distribute any material on Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s websites.
You may print materials on Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s websites for personal or educational purposes only, and you must include, any copyright notes, originally included with the materials in all copies. Any computer software downloaded or otherwise available from our website is licensed subject to the terms of the applicable license agreement.

All materials of Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s Website are protected by copyright law. You may not under any circumstances, reproduce, record, publish publicly, distribute or publicly exhibit any material without Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s express written consent. Any attempt to "Pass off" any of Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s content as your own work shall be in violation of the existing copyrights laws.

LINKS OF OTHER SITES FROM KUWAIT FINANCIAL CENTRE K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’S WEBSITE
The sites linked from Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s Websites are not under control and Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) does not assume responsibility or liability for the materials available at such linked sites. The links have been provided for reference and for convenience only.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY
The information, Services or data (collectively "information") made available on Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)’s Websites are provided "AS IS" without warranties of any kind, Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) specially disclaims any representations and warranties. Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) shall absolutely have no liability in connection with the services including without limitation, any liability for damage to your computer/hard ware, data information, materials and business resulting from the information or the lack of information available on Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) Websites. Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) shall have no liability for:

- Any loss or injury caused either in whole or in part by its acts, omissions or for conditions beyond its control, in procuring, compiling or delivering information.
- Any omissions, errors or inaccuracies in the information regardless of how it is caused, or delays or interruptions in delivery of the information, or,
- Any decision made or action taken or any damage in reliance upon the Information furnished herein below.
Moreover, **Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’)** does not give any warranty, explicit or implied, and does not accept any liability whatsoever in connection with the unauthorized use of our company’s name, logo, place of business and website address by any other person or entity through their website.

We disclaim any responsibility in connection with such unauthorized use and reserve the right to resort to any remedies available under the law against such unauthorized users and transgressors.

**COPYRIGHT LAW AND TRADE MARK NOTICES:**

**Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) is the sole owner of http://www.markaz.com and Markaz logos. Any usage of http://www.markaz.com and Markaz logos without express written consent of Kuwait Financial Centre K.P.S.C. (‘MARKAZ’) shall be in violation of the copyright laws.**